Overview

Testing at home – the process
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Collect test kits

Opt-in

Test at home

Collect test kits from
the collection point at your
education setting and take them
home after signing for the
updated instructions for use.

Read key information
and privacy notice to
understand data
protection for testing.

Follow instructions: v1.3.2 0r v1.3.3
issued with test kit – see slide 14. Test
in the morning before going to your
education setting ideally.
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Check your results

?

At 30 minutes, check
the result. Please note
the results are invalid
after 30 minutes.
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Negative result: No need to selfisolate, you can go to your
workplace or education setting.
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Report result to NHS Test
and Trace - here
Even if negative or void

Void result: Take another LFD
test. If you receive 2 void
results in a row you should
book a PCR test.

Positive result: Self-isolate
immediately and take a PCR
test, following the current public
health guidance
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Report result to your
education setting
Staff and pupils should also
share their result, either void,
positive or negative, with their
education setting to help with
contact tracing

Take next test
Take next test according to guidance twice weekly, 3 to 4 days apart. No test
required for 90 days after positive PCR,
unless you develop new symptoms.

It is recommended that you test yourself in the morning before attending your education setting (so there is less chance you get
infected between taking the test and attending the setting). However, you may choose to do the testing the evening before, especially
the first time, to give you more time to get accustomed to the test, and to have more time for your education setting to react to a positive
test result.
If you receive a positive LFD result you should book a confirmatory PCR test. We would advise visiting a community or drive through
test site as this is the quickest way to get tested, or you can order a home test kit. It is important that you self-isolate until the result of
your PCR test. If you test negative, you must continue to follow national and local rule and guidelines including regular handwashing,
social distancing and wearing face coverings, where required.
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